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Building carriage, wagon and motor vehicle bodies in the Netherlands: the 1900-1940 

transition 

Abstract 

During the motorisation boom in the Netherlands in the 1920s, Dutch wagonmakers started 

making bodies for motorised utility vehicles. Prior to this, luxury carriage builders already 

had made the transition to production of automobiles or the bodies for these new vehicles. For 

wagonmakers, the decline in demand for their traditional business and farm wagon and carts 

began after World War I. However, the automobile industry created many opportunities for 

them as well. Archival information shows that Dutch trade associations and a government 

agency, the Rijksnijverheidsdienst, played a key role in the innovation and retraining process 

by building a network, stimulating wagonmakers to modernise and retrain, and by transferring 

and developing knowledge. 
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Introduction 

In 1944, wagonmaker Jan Van Peet junior, who worked in a village in the Dutch province 

South Holland, completed a handmade farm wagon with beautiful wood cut ornaments. It was 

a decorative wagon that farmers only used to show off amongst each other. His father, Jan 

Van Peet senior, felt proud that he had managed to pass the traditional wagonmaking skills to 

the next generation.1 However, by 1944 motorisation had removed the demand for horse 

drawn wagons on wooden wheels. Farmers wanted wagons with rubber tyres for which 

wooden wheels were unsuitable, and since the 1920s local businessmen had been buying 

motorised vans and trucks in preference to animal-hauled wagons. Accordingly, thirty-four 

year old Van Peet junior learnt body making for motorised vehicles by studying drawing at 

the local vocational school and following the body-making course organised by the national 
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wagon and body makers association. Then, he accepted commissions for body making. First, 

he built a construction for a vegetable delivery van, then, the body of a simple truck. Finally, 

when he felt sufficiently experienced, he made an all-metal body for a bus.2  

During Van Peet junior’s process of retraining and innovation, he was able to get 

access to new knowledge and skills via external parties. Small and medium sized enterprises 

(SMEs) need external parties during innovation because their resources in time, money, 

people and knowledge are more limited than larger firms.3 The external parties that SMEs 

preferably turn to are close to them, like customers, suppliers and advisers.4 Other available 

external parties are intermediary organisations which enable innovation in SMEs as one of 

their explicit objectives, for example, trade associations and government agencies for SMEs.5 

According to research from Veraart, and Davids et al., during innovation, Dutch SMEs 

obtained information from various parties, ranging from suppliers, customers and 

competitors, to intermediaries.6 In the twentieth century SMEs required more codified 

knowledge, so some trade associations established laboratories and schools, and organised 

courses.7 In his paper about ideas and policies about the crafts in the Netherlands, historian 

Van Lente also posed the question why the government tried to help crafts which seemed 

bound to disappear. One of the examples he gives is the case of the wagonmakers, consisting 

of a short review of the situation of the wagonmakers, the impact of motorisation, and the 

activities of a government agency for SMEs, the Rijksnijverheidsdienst (RND, Technical 

Information Agency), to retrain wagonmakers to build motor vehicle bodies. Van Lente 

concludes that the RND justified this support for wagonmakers because of the opportunities 

in the new automobile industry. Lastly, he notices the lack of detailed statistics about this 

transition and the lack of knowledge about how wagonmakers made the transition from wood 

to metalwork.8 
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Historical research into American wagonmakers during motorisation concludes that 

the majority of wagonmaking firms did not transition to the automobile industry because they 

were not able to switch to metalwork and production of engines.9 In Germany, carriage and 

wagonmakers in the cities disappeared before motorisation as a result of mechanised carriage 

and wagon production in factories. In the 1930s country wagonmakers were not able to invest 

in machinery required for automobile body making.10  

So far, there is no study of the transition process of Dutch wagonmakers and the 

available knowledge flows, nor about intermediary organisations which fulfilled a role in this 

process. This paper investigates the changes in knowledge and skills during the retraining and 

innovation process of wagonmakers with a focus on the roles of trade associations and the 

government agency RND. It will review roles in knowledge transfer, with activities in 

personal advice, training, demonstrations, and promotion activities, and roles in knowledge 

development, with activities in testing technology, and standardisation.11 Thereby, it 

contributes to our understanding of innovation of craftsmen in response to motorisation and 

the roles that intermediary organisations can fulfil. 

This paper studies the effects of motorisation on the craft of wagonmaking. This 

profession involved skilled handicraft work and produced and maintained a relatively small 

number of animal-drawn vehicles. Motorisation, defined as the process during which horse-

drawn vehicles like carriages and farm wagons were replaced by automobiles, trucks, buses, 

and tractors, took several decades.12 In the Netherlands, the start was around 1900, when the 

first Dutch users bought automobiles.13 The rise of utilitarian motor vehicles occurred 

between 1920 and 1940.14 Around 1960, motorisation made the last farm horses obsolete, 

which marked the end of the traditional wagonmakers trade.15 The effects of this period on 

wagonmakers are apparent even in scarce quantitative data. In 1930, the Dutch census of 

industries counted 1618 wagonmakers and 209 body-making plants.16 In 1950, the same 
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survey did not count wagonmakers as only a few appeared to be left.17 However, trade 

association data shows that in 1957 there were still 620 wagonmakers. The number of body-

making firms had increased to 640, and 475 of these firms combined body and 

wagonmaking.18  

The transition from wagonmaking was a gradual process. The statistics show that from 

the 1920s many wagonmakers combined body and wagonmaking. Furthermore, not all 

wagonmakers transitioned to body making and not all body makers were ex-wagonmakers. 

Some wagonmakers started producing other machines or products, like furniture for 

hospitals.19 Others continued with their side-line businesses, such as house painting or lumber 

trade. Many older wagonmakers continued wagonmaking until they retired.20 There were also 

young entrepreneurs who started body making, as they were attracted by the opportunities in 

the new and growing automobile sector.  

This article studies two historical periods: the start of motorisation between 1900 and 

1920, and the rise of motorisation between 1920 and 1940. In each period, motorisation, 

wagonmakers’ activities, knowledge, and the roles of trade associations and RND are 

analysed. A concluding section reflects on changes in knowledge and skills and the roles of 

intermediary organisations in the wagonmakers’ transition to building motor vehicle bodies. 

The start of motorisation, 1900-1920  

When the first automobiles appeared in the Netherlands, they were not considered serious 

competition for carriages. In contrast, it was thought that motorisation would result in the 

obsolescence of horse-traction for freight and transport vehicles. 

Mechanisation and motorisation 

In the early 1900s, the major change that wagonmakers experienced was mechanisation, as 

machinery enabled significant reductions in production time. Until then, the only machine that 

wagonmakers owned was a hand or foot powered lathe. After 1900, wagonmakers who 
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believed in mechanisation and who could afford it installed more machines, like a hand or 

foot powered band saw and circular saw. Then, electrification stimulated further 

mechanisation, with planers, drilling and grinding machines. This resulted in a reduction of 

production time: with hand tools it took four to six weeks to complete a farm wagon, whereas 

this took only about two weeks with machines.21 

After the first automobile was introduced in the Netherlands in 1896, motorisation was 

mainly seen as a threat for commercial and transport vehicle makers.22 In 1903, a Dutch trade 

journal for carriage and wagonmaking wrote that horse traction would not disappear: for short 

distances the automobile would remain too expensive and missed the gracefulness of a horse-

drawn carriage. In contrast, the journal expected that horse-traction could not compete with 

motorised vehicles in freight and transport, because motors were much cheaper for long 

distances. Likewise, it saw a great future for buses, especially in the countryside.23  

The government sponsored national SME survey of 1908 identified motorisation as an 

opportunity instead of a threat. It concluded that, in contrast to other crafts, there were no 

major concerns for wagonmakers, but it had several recommendations for the sector. First, 

wagonmakers needed better education. Second, they needed credit facilities for 

mechanisation. Third, their customers should pay them more frequently than once a year. 

Fourth, wagonmakers needed to improve their cost calculation skills for more profitable 

business. Last, they should take the opportunities in metalwork and the new automobile and 

motor sector.24 

Carriage making firms were the first to be affected by motorisation, because their 

upper-class customers were the first buyers of horseless carriages.25 For that reason, some 

carriage makers, such as Spyker and Veth, started manufacturing automobiles. Others stayed 

close to their core skills and switched to making bodies for automobiles. This worked well, as 

early automobile manufacturers were concentrating on developing and manufacturing engines 
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with chassis, transmission, and braking and suspension systems.26 Furthermore, customers 

wanted their automobiles to look as stylish as carriages. At first, automobile bodies were 

mainly made of wood and designed similarly to carriage bodies, so carriage makers could 

easily transition to making automobile bodies. However, it was only a temporary opportunity 

for carriage firms, because in the late 1920s body making became part of automobile mass 

production.27  

So, motorisation impacted differently on wagonmakers, depending on their clientele. 

Two groups could be distinguished: carriage makers and wagonmakers.28 Carriage makers 

had upper-class customers for whom they produced and repaired fashionable and expensive 

vehicles. In the Netherlands, there were only a few of them, about twenty-four in 1912.29 

Carriage makers had medium-size firms, whereas most wagonmakers had small firms. There 

were two types of wagonmakers: in the cities and in the country. City wagonmakers made and 

repaired various types of vehicles and tools, often for other small businesses, such as dray 

carts, delivery vans, handcarts, dogcarts, wheelbarrows and ladders. Country wagonmakers 

made and repaired vehicles, wooden tools and equipment for farming, including farm wagons, 

carts, wheelbarrows, ploughs, harrows, rakes, spades and shovels. In addition, they made 

other wooden products, like drying frames and milking stools. Country wagonmakers work 

was seasonal, so they often had side-line businesses, like lumber trade, house painting, 

carpentry, or cooperage. 

Wagonmaking knowledge  

The capabilities of wagonmakers consisted of many different skills which were learnt during 

apprenticeships. Training took place in the workshop, and since the abolition of the guilds in 

the Netherlands in 1818 there was no formal examination or accreditation. Apprentices started 

when they were about twelve years old, and it would take them about ten years to become a 

master wagonmaker. Often the craft passed from father to son. Owners of bigger carriage 
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making firms sent their sons abroad for an internship, preferably in French firms, which were 

trendsetters in carriage building.30 Wagonmaker apprentices had to learn how to use and 

maintain various tools and equipment, like chisels, saws, drill bits, gouges, adzes, drawknives 

and a variety of planes. They learnt to make numerous wagon parts, how to prepare and work 

with various types of timber, like elm, oak, lime, ash, beech, and poplar. Wheel making was 

the most challenging and important skill to learn. For metalwork, wagonmakers worked with 

the local blacksmith. Painting and woodcutting would normally be done by others. Bigger 

firms employed their own blacksmiths and painters.  

Figure 1. Wooden farm wagon during the beet-lifting season, Walcheren, between 1928-1941 

Source A.G. van Agtmaal, Collection P.N. Houwer-van Agtmaal. Reproduced with 

permission. 

Traditionally, wagonmakers knowledge was experiential and informal, as they worked 

without drawings or books. They stored the shape and dimension of product parts in thin 

wooden patterns. These patterns represented their trade secrets, which they passed to their 

sons. In exceptional cases, patterns were shared: when a wagonmaker in Zeeland lost his 

patterns in a workshop fire, he was allowed to copy the patterns of his colleagues.31  

To improve production efficiency, a drawing methodology for carriages and wagons 

was created, which was circulated via trade journals. In the 1850s, three French carriage 

makers developed the ‘French rule’, a scale drawing system with standards and rules that 

enabled carriage makers to create much more detailed and exact representations of their 

products. The drawing method was then distributed via the school for carriage makers in 

Paris, which was established in 1858 by one of the French rule developers. Furthermore, the 

drawing method was published in trade journals.32 These journals were read by major Dutch 

carriage and wagonmaking firm owners, who had subscriptions to keep track of international 

trends and developments. Some Dutch wagonmakers must have been aware of the French 

rule.33 
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In the early 1900s, the average Dutch wagonmaker’s way of working was based on 

tacit and experiential knowledge, as there were hardly any formal education opportunities for 

wagonmakers in the Netherlands. In other countries, the situation was different. There was at 

least one carriage making school in France, and in the USA a school for wagon and carriage 

makers was established in 1880.34 From the 1860s, the first Dutch vocational schools were 

established, but courses were limited to building and construction crafts. Nevertheless, 

wagonmakers signed up to study construction drawing, or they learnt drawing in evening 

schools. Around 1912, carriage drawing could be studied in Amsterdam, in a course that 

lasted ten winters. Few apprentices completed the course, which was not due to its length, but 

because their masters gave them few opportunities to use their new skills.35 

Wagonmakers’ associations 

Like many other Dutch crafts around 1900, wagonmakers needed collective action to survive, 

but it was not until World War I that a national association was established. The trade needed 

improvement of quality standards and profitability. However, as the Dutch government was a 

proponent of a liberal economy, it did not organise education for the crafts or support specific 

policies for crafts. In Germany, by contrast, city wagonmakers were organised in guilds, and 

the market for country wagonmakers was regulated.36 In the USA, the wagonmaking sector 

consisted of many mass-producing, highly profitable firms and there were several 

wagonmakers trade associations.37  

 In the Netherlands, wagonmakers established local and regional associations from the 

early 1900s. However, many wagonmakers refused membership, as their work in small and 

isolated firms made them distrust other wagonmakers. It took until 1909 before the first 

national association was established, but it was small, having about twenty carriage makers as 

members.38 Only extreme pressure resulted in the establishment of a national association of 

carriage and wagonmakers. When material shortages and price increases during World War I 
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made it urgent and necessary to organise a collective lobby with governmental committees 

and offices, this resulted in the establishment of the Centrale Bond van Rijtuig- en 

Wagenmakerspatroons Verenigingen in Nederland (CBRW, Central Association of Dutch 

Carriage and Wagonmakers Associations) in 1918.39  

After the war, the CBRW continued its activities, but these were not very successful. 

The association tried to organise wagonmaker training in vocational schools in several towns 

and cities, but did not succeed. The CBRW also started initiatives for price regulation, 

because price-cutting threatened the survival of wagonmakers, but only some regional 

associations accepted standard local price lists.40 Members resisted being public about their 

business’ profitability: ‘…better to close the books than to open these for Tom, Dick and 

Harry, who keep their books hermetically closed.’41 

Technical advice – the Rijksnijverheidsdienst 

The establishment of the RND was initiated by Dutch upper-class citizens who were 

concerned about the status and quality of the crafts. Since the late nineteenth century, 

concerned citizens saw the application of modern science and technology in SMEs as vital for 

their survival. Therefore, they lobbied for the establishment of an agency that would transfer 

knowledge and technology to SMEs to support their mechanisation and modernisation. As a 

result, the Dutch government established the RND in 1910.42 It was a hesitant gesture, which 

was visible in the limited budget that was approved for RND’s activities. The RND started 

with only one industrial consultant, an academically qualified mechanical engineer. In 1913, 

he was joined by two consultants.43  

The RND was the first intermediary organisation in the Dutch industrial sector.44 As 

the Dutch government minimised interventions in business and education, the Dutch 

knowledge infrastructure consisted of few education, technology and research institutes in the 

early 1900s.45 This was also the reason for RND’s existence: it was to bridge gaps and liaise 
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between the available experts, laboratories, the technical university, and the SMEs. In 

addition, the consultants collaborated with civic organisations which tried to stimulate and 

modernise the Dutch industries. Thereby, the RND followed a model which was already 

applied for modernisation of the agricultural sector. According to the consultants, the crafts 

could survive next to large industries, as suppliers of semi-finished articles, or as producers of 

small product series.46 For that purpose, craftsmen needed to mechanise, to work in an 

organised and efficient way, and to use cost calculations to ensure profitability.47 

In 1911, the RND consultant observed that craftsmen needed a hands-on and personal 

approach, and not necessarily expert advice based on the latest scientific research. During his 

first project with blacksmiths, he observed how limited their education was, and concluded 

that they needed practical assistance, preferably in their workshops. As a result, the RND 

appointed a technical assistant in 1917, to educate and advise blacksmiths in modernising 

their trade. This caught the interest of a wagonmakers trade journal, which observed a similar 

need for wagonmakers: ‘… especially in the country gross errors are made in this craft, and 

practical consultancy of an expert could be very useful.’48  

Knowledge and mediation 

Around 1900, wagonmakers’ knowledge was mostly tacit and informal and its circulation was 

based on lengthy apprenticeships. This situation continued for the majority of wagonmakers, 

although some took evening classes in drawing, read trade journals or were sent on an 

internship abroad. The few major Dutch carriage makers were the first to make the transition 

to body making for automobiles. This was easy, because early automobile bodies were mainly 

made of wood. 

In 1918, wagonmakers finally succeeded in organising themselves in a national 

association, and the CBRW mainly functioned as a representative to governmental bodies. 

The RND had few resources and did not offer specific activities for wagonmakers. 
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Utilitarian motor vehicles, 1920-1940 

In the 1920s, automobiles became popular as utilitarian vehicles, which resulted in a growing 

demand for custom body making for automobiles, trucks and buses. In parallel, body 

specifications and materials were developed further, which finally resulted in all-metal 

bodies. 

Motorisation and mechanisation: opportunity and threat 

In the 1920s, the growth of utilitarian automobility created numerous body making 

opportunities for wagonmakers. In those years, automobiles became cheaper and more 

affordable for small business owners. Because of this, motorised commercial transport and 

freight in the Netherlands increased, while it also created new sectors, like bus and truck 

transport and carrier services. From 1921 until 1928, there was a boom in bus companies: 

every year the number of buses increased by several hundreds, from about 2,000 buses in 

1924, to 3,200 in 1928 and 4,500 in 1939.49 In the early years, many of these buses were 

converted Model-T Fords.50 Compared to buses, the number of trucks increased 

exponentially: from 511 in 1918, to 35,040 in 1929 and 54,000 in 1939.51 Ford was especially 

popular: by 1929 the Netherlands had 20,488 Ford trucks.52 Naturally, these developments 

impacted heavily on traditional wagonmakers, who wondered what would come next: 

‘Farmers still use carriage and wagons, greengrocers their vegetable cars, and bakers and 

milkman their handcarts. But will this continue? … Who will make cars, bicycles, side-cars, 

farming equipment: all those products which have replaced work that was done by 

wagonmakers?’53 

So, wagonmakers needed to change their products, which was feasible, because the 

increasing demand in buses, trucks, delivery vans, and vehicles like hearses, refuse lorries and 

tankers, created opportunities for city and country wagonmakers, as many of these vehicles 
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were bought as chassis. About ninety per cent of trucks was bought as chassis, whereas for 

automobiles this had decreased to six per cent by 1923.54 

Wagonmakers did not necessarily need a lot of training to start body making. The 

wagonmaker Verhulst first took a drawing course and then built his first body: an ice cream 

sales booth on a T-Ford chassis.55 Several wagonmakers started making motor vehicle bodies 

because their customers asked them to, like wagonmaker Hainje, who in 1922 built his first 

bus body on a Ford chassis. As these chassis consisted of a simple and sturdy construction 

they were excellent enablers for customised body making. Hainje’s design was a wooden 

body very similar to that of a carriage (Figure 2). Thereafter, he received more orders for bus 

bodies and eventually specialised in bus body production. Similarly, other body makers 

decided to specialise in bus bodies or other utility vehicle bodies.56  

As there were hardly any regulations, wagonmakers had a lot of freedom in 

construction: ‘We sawed bodies in half to lengthen these’, according to Hainje.57 Ford engines 

were strong enough for loads of two tonnes, but the standard chassis was not, so, carriage and 

wagonmaker Jacob Met strengthened it by adding a construction around it.58 For a transport 

vehicle, Met lengthened the chassis and added extra blade springs for the longer body (Figure 

3).59 Other body makers bought converted or lengthened Ford chassis from specialists.60 

Figure 2. Bus built by Hainje for Hendrik Dragstra and Ynze Kalsbeek in 1922. Source L. 

Kamminga and R.A. van der Velde, Hainje Heerenveen – 75 jaar mensenwerk: van 

kruiwagen tot standaardbus: 1907-1982 (Heerenveen, Carrosseriefabriek Hainje, 1982), p. 

17. Reproduced with permission. 

Figure 3. Lengthening a T Ford chassis to convert it into a transport vehicle, by Jac. Met in 

Alkmaar, 1910-1920. Source Collection Frans Vrijaldenhoven. Reproduced with permission. 

Motorisation of the agricultural sector was slower than the transport sector, so that 

some country wagonmakers continued their work long after World War II, but not without 

being impacted by mechanisation and motorisation. First, wagonmakers could not compete 
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with factories that produced cheap metal farming equipment and tools. Besides, these 

products were sold and repaired by blacksmiths.61 Second, traffic regulations in the 1920s that 

specified the design of motorised vehicles impacted on the design of horse-drawn farm 

wagons whose wheels then required a broader rim width in relation to its axial load. Third, 

initiatives for rationalisation and standardisation changed the design of farm wagons. Around 

1932 a standard farm wagon was developed for the newly reclaimed Wieringermeerpolder to 

support rational farming.62 It had pneumatic tyres which influenced the design and 

construction of farm wagons, as they had a lower and larger wagon box. The result was a 

more efficient use of horse traction, because these wagons could carry higher loads.63  

Motorisation and knowledge - continuously changing 

The transition of wagonmakers was not like a change from one craft to another: it was a step 

from a centuries-old craft in which wheel making fulfilled a central role, to a less visible 

niche in a fast developing industrial sector based on engines.64 In the early twentieth century, 

the automobile sector continuously changed in terms of technology, production, regulations 

and customer needs. When wagonmakers started making bodies for automobiles, trucks and 

buses, they needed new skills, but they also needed to update their skills and knowledge 

regularly to keep up with the automobile industry. 

To inform themselves, wagonmakers had a range of sources available. From the early 

1900s, trade journals published articles about automobile repair, because owners would 

approach local wagonmakers for this work.65 This way, wagonmakers became acquainted 

with automobiles which prepared them for body making. For further information, they could 

rely on other trade journal publications, like drawings of bodies for automobiles and utility 

vehicles, and articles about drawing and body work methods.66 To get access to metalworking 

knowledge, wagonmakers hired metalworkers on a temporary or permanent basis.67 
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Initially, wagonmakers constructed both cabins and bodies for trucks and commercial 

vehicles.68 However, in the 1930s, American truck manufacturers started to produce simple 

cabins on chassis.69 So, body makers specialised in customising the exterior and interior of 

cabins and bodies, adapting standard trucks and vans, building trailers, and painting bodies. 

Furthermore, cabin design changed and fittings became more luxurious: a hard bench in the 

open air gave way to an enclosed cabin with heating and sleeping facilities.  

Construction materials changed from wood to metal, so that eventually body makers 

were skilled metalworkers. The first step, in the 1930s, involved cladding wooden frames 

with metal panels. Bus body maker Hainje went even further and started using square metal 

profiles from the early 1930s: ‘As far as I know, we were the first in the world to do that.’70 In 

the late 1930s all-metal bodies were introduced widely, and light metal was used for frames. 

After that, body makers started using modular constructions.71 Furthermore, metal bodies 

required different painting methods, so that body makers installed spraying cabins or sent the 

bodies to an external painting firm.72 The changes also impacted on the workshops: as early as 

1927 body maker Van Koppen decided to add a smithy to his firm so that he did not have to 

depend on the local blacksmith.73 

Trade associations – difficulties in mobilisation 

Despite increasing motorisation, the trade association had difficulties mobilising 

wagonmakers. Therefore, CBRW members acted as change agents to counter distrust and 

conservatism of their fellow wagonmakers. In the winter of 1921, wagonmaker Johan de 

Groot in Leiden organised evening sessions to share his knowledge.74 Carriage and wagon 

manufacturer Oostwoud in Franeker bought several copies of a German book with models of 

carriages and wagons and offered these for sale to interested colleagues.75 Around 1926, his 

son Jacob studied body making for luxury automobiles and buses in Germany. When Jacob 
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returned, he shared the course material with a teacher at the vocational evening school in 

Leeuwarden who used it for drawing courses in body making.76 

The threats of motorisation and mechanisation were important topics on CBRW’s 

agenda. The Dutch trade association repeatedly made the case for change and tried to 

mobilise its members to mechanise and broaden their skills. These messages were published 

in its monthly journal to stimulate members’ receptiveness to technical, business and 

management articles in the journal. For example, in July 1922, during the boom of Dutch 

motorisation, a special issue was published to convince wagonmakers that they now had to 

compete in an industrialised economy, in which customers expected high quality and low 

prices. Therefore, the editorial stressed the need for professional training, economical 

methods, and a business-like approach to satisfying customers – and for reading the journal 

for help in this regard.77 

The issue marked the start of many subsequent articles about technical and business 

topics, like drawing, strength calculations, body making, machines, technology developments 

and trends in motorisation. In contrast, German guilds prioritised the status of their craftsmen, 

so they ensured that wagonmaker work areas in automobile and carriage plant were separated 

from unskilled labourers. Furthermore, their rules forbade wagonmakers to start metalwork.78 

In the USA, the main trade association was so blinded by the huge size of the American 

carriage trade, that they did not regard the automobile industry as a serious threat.79 

In the Netherlands, between 1923 and 1936, there was no national association for 

wagonmakers. Around 1923, the CBRW broke up, as its members did not want to pay 

anymore for a national association.80 It took until January 1936 before the Federatie der 

Organisaties van Carrosserie- en Wagenbouwers en aanverwante bedrijven (FOCWA, 

Federation of Organisations of Body and Wagonmakers and related firms) was established.81 
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It consisted of twenty-three regional wagonmakers associations, the association of firms in 

automobile coating and spraying, and the association of Dutch body manufacturers. 

After the CBRW fell apart, regional and local associations continued, with a monthly 

trade journal as means of communication. The journal, originally from the CBRW, also 

supported activities for wagonmakers. One of these was the Practische Hulpdienst (Practical 

Service) which the journal started in 1923 in cooperation with the RND. Via this service, 

wagonmakers who had difficulties while building the first bodies, could get assistance from a 

skilled body maker.82 

The economic crisis and a new Dutch law strengthened the position of the FOCWA to 

regulate price and entry into the sector. The FOCWA established a national body and 

wagonmakers price list in 1939.83 From 1937, Dutch law required all SMEs to prove their 

skills level in order to obtain a business permit.84 This law regulated entry into business 

sectors, and would thereby help firms to survive during the economic crisis. To operationalise 

the law, the Dutch Ministry of Economic Affairs cooperated with trade associations. At first, 

FOCWA maintained a list of approved members. Then, FOCWA developed the minimum 

requirements for professional skills that body and wagonmakers needed to prove, and it 

organised courses.85 However, it took until 1948 before FOCWA organised the first exams for 

master wagonmakers and master body makers, and not until 1952 was the wagon and body 

maker sector protected by law.86 

RND - mediating for wagonmakers 

The blacksmiths’ appreciation for RND’s technical assistance made the RND approach the 

CBRW. The RND noted that for wagonmakers there were hardly any courses in vocational 

schools and that they needed better skills and equipment: ‘… wagonmakers in villages still 

work in very primitive and old fashioned ways and with inadequate tools…’87 

Correspondence with the CBRW chairman confirmed the wagonmakers’ interest in 
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assistance, so that in 1920 the RND appointed the first technical assistant for wagonmakers. 

In March 1921, this assistant was succeeded by Jan Bernardus van de Pavert who fulfilled this 

role until his death in October 1940.88 

The RND assistant conducted several activities to support wagonmakers in body 

making for motorised vehicles. An overview of activities from 1920 to 1940 (Table 1) shows 

lectures, workshop visits and knowledge development activities.89 The maximum number of 

attendees and workshops was reached between 1923 and 1927, which coincides with the 

boom in motorised commercial transport and freight. The lack of wagonmakers’ knowledge 

in producing the requested bodies became visible in the weird looking vehicles on the road, so 

that wagonmakers welcomed RND’s assistance. The RND assistant shared knowledge during 

formal lectures and courses about body making: a photo of a course around 1926 shows 

twenty-two male participants, all wearing suits.90 The assistant also helped wagonmakers to 

put this into practice in their workshops. For example, he visited wagonmakers in 

Vlaardingen five times between 1930 and 1932 to help beat out curved panels and styles, and 

to design and construct a body for a delivery van.91 In 1929 and 1930, he travelled three times 

to Heerenveen to give advice about bus design and construction, quite likely to bus body 

maker Hainje.92 

Table 1 Overview of activities of the RND assistant, 1920-1940 

Year Lectures Attendees Workshop visits Other 

1920 4 52 124  

1921 26 461 129  

1922 25 338 226  

1923 55 1096 210  

1924 83 1618 221  

1925 82 1516 224  
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1926 78 1350 209  

1927 54 932 221 (a) 

1928 49 786 215  

1929 39 711 206  

1930 63 970 187 (b) 

1931 51 820 185  

1932 41 644 204 (c) 

1933 34 492 154  

1934 39 568 158  

1935 38 542 159 (d) 

1936 39 558 162  

1937 36 482 177 (e) 

1938 27 391  168 (f) 

1939 29 352 179  

1940 11 97  145  

Total 902 14776 3863  

 

Source NA, RND, Annual reports, 2.06.083, inv. 17. NA, RND, Monthly reports from the 

assistant for wagonmakers, 1926-1940, 2.06.083, inv. 118. 

(a) Assisting standardisation of farm wagon in Zeeland 

(b) Survey of non-productive hours: 15 participants. 

(c) Assisted Wieringermeerpolder management in design and procurement of new farm 

wagons. 

(d) Assisted in design of a three-year course for body and wagonmakers. 
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(e) Jury member for vehicle design contest. Committee member to determine requirements in 

technical and business skills and solvency in relation to the law for business permits. 

Prepared axial load tables for the trade association’s journal 

(f) Member of Central Committee for Normalisation for wagon on rubber tyres (tyres, rims, 

axles). 

 

The wagonmakers’ eagerness for technical and business knowledge peaked in the 

1920s but continued in the 1930s, as an overview of lecture topics shows (Table 2).93 This 

was due to changes and innovations and new wagonmakers who started body making. Thirty-

six of the sixty-three lectures were on technical topics, such as ‘designing, beating out and 

making of a wheel encasing, arches, etc.’ Business and organisational topics included cost 

calculation, cooperative purchasing and commercial problems. Lectures about new 

developments were very popular. In 1928 and 1929, the assistant lectured fourteen times 

about the new AA Ford chassis, attracting 257 participants. Other topics that kept 

wagonmakers informed about technology were: use of rubber tyres, gluing panels, 

demonstrating beating out of metal panels, new farm wagons, making streamlined bodies, 

using light metal frames, and axial load calculations. In addition, wagonmakers could find 

drawings and articles from the RND assistant in their trade journal. 

Table 2 RND lectures: topics and frequency in 1930 
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Topics  Frequency 

Interests of body and wagonmakers 6 

Cooperative purchasing 6 

Calculation and implementation of general costs in our firms 12 

Productive and indirectly productive hours 3 

Technical and commercial problems in body making 2 

Equipment and installations in our firms 1 

Demonstration of designing, beating out and making corner girders 3 

Designing, beating out and making of: a wheel encasing, corner styles, arches, etc. 7 

Designing and making products: delivery van, cabin, wheel housing, etc. 11 

Beating out and making out of: rear doors or a sloping wheel housing 2 

Various topics: production of Chevrolet bodies, introduction to body making, etc. 10 

Total 63 

 

Source NA, RND, Monthly reports from the assistant for wagonmakers, 1926-1940, 2.06.083, 

inv. 118 

  

RND fulfilled a role for the whole sector by conducting some knowledge development 

activities. From 1932 to 1937, the assistant reviewed a new machine for making wheels.94 The 

assistant also participated in standardising the farm wagon in Zeeland province and in 
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normalising wagons with rubber tyres (Table 1). Furthermore, in 1937, he was involved in 

determining the technical and business skills that wagonmakers and body makers would need 

for the new business permit.  

Dutch wagonmakers also benefited from RND marketing initiatives by being 

represented at the collective booths during the Jaarbeurs (National Fair). In the early 1930s, 

wagonmakers found out that they needed to market their capabilities, as customers tended to 

buy foreign made cabins and bodies via automobile dealers. According to their trade journal, 

wagon and body makers were too modest and needed to advertise their merits to the general 

public. Otherwise, they might disappear like luxury automobile body makers had.95 In 1932, 

eighteen wagonmakers participated for the first time in a booth at the Jaarbeurs. The booth 

showed a cabin, cabin doors, a milk carrier, a wheelbarrow, and other products. Some 

wagonmakers were also present in person, and profited from increased product sales and new 

business contacts.96  

RND’s activities and publications were not only to transfer knowledge, they were also 

used to mobilise wagonmakers to learn new skills. This is illustrated by wagonmaker Cees 

Luteyn from Zeeland won the third prize for his design of a vegetable delivery van in 1937. 

Luteyn’s drawing was published in the wagonmakers journal, which mentioned that he had 

learnt body design and drawing by taking the RND course and subsequent self-study of 

drawing course articles in the journal.97 

The wagonmakers trade associations also relied on the assistant as a trusted adviser for 

their sector. They invited the assistant to give lectures during meetings, after which he was 

then allowed to attend the rest of the meeting as well. There, he would repeat his message that 

the wagonmakers’ sector needed to be organised as their situation was worsening. For 

instance, in 1929, when wagonmakers tried to re-establish a national association, he expressed 

his regret about the liquidation of the CBRW in 1923. He stressed that during the boom in 
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motorisation wagonmakers needed an organisation to provide a social network for both 

practical and moral support.98 

The RND facilitated social networking by lectures and demonstrations, but also by 

organising excursions which underpinned RND’s message of modernisation. In 1931, the 

assistant organised a visit to the General Motors automobile assembly plant in Antwerp, and 

in 1934 to the Ford automobile and truck plant in Amsterdam.99 In his journal article about 

the visit to General Motors, the assistant pointed out how much each wagonmaker could learn 

from the plant’s efficiency. He admired the drawings and scale models which ensured 

precision, and stressed how special instruments saved production time. Furthermore, the 

economical organisation of this large-scale firm was a useful example for wagonmakers’ 

workshops. He concluded: ‘This experience is a stimulus to not rest on our laurels and daily 

ask ourselves how we can implement efficiency in our firms in a practical way.’ 100  

Mediation and knowledge 

In the 1920s the impact of motorisation could not be ignored anymore. Wagonmakers who 

wanted to transition to body making needed new skills and formal knowledge, and because of 

their lack of formal education the associations and the RND based their knowledge transfer 

activities on a combination of personal contacts, demonstrations and lectures. 

When there was no national association between 1923 and 1936, local and regional 

associations, the trade journal and the RND technical assistant fulfilled roles in knowledge 

transfer. The associations mobilised members and provided the network. The trade journal 

was a central channel, and the RND ensured that knowledge was continuously updated, 

standardised and circulated via lectures, courses and personal advice. The RND was also 

involved in knowledge development activities, like standardisation and normalisation. The 

roles of intermediary organisations overlapped, so that some association members were also 

involved in knowledge transfer, whereas the RND also used its activities to mobilise 
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wagonmakers for modernisation. The new Dutch law in 1937 was the final stimulus for sector 

regulation, while it also strengthened the position of the new national association FOCWA.  

Conclusion 

Between 1900 and 1920, during the start of motorisation, the few major Dutch carriage 

makers had to make the transition to body making for automobiles or production of 

automobiles. In contrast, the majority of Dutch wagonmakers continued their business as 

before, which was to use their tacit and experiential knowledge to produce traditional wooden 

business and farm wagons, carts and equipment. 

During the rise of motorisation, from 1920 to 1940, knowledge transfer and 

development activities of the wagonmakers’ trade associations, the trade journal and the RND 

enabled the transition of Dutch wagonmakers into body making by forming a bridge from a 

traditional craft to niches in the modern, continuously innovating automobile sector. The trade 

associations created the network and mobilised their members, the trade journal was a 

knowledge channel, and the RND was both knowledge source and channel. Together, they 

ensured that their activities were suitable for wagonmakers, who had little formal education.  

The emphasis of RND’s activities was on providing knowledge. RND was also 

involved in influencing, generating knowledge, and standardisation, like promotion activities 

on fairs, testing, and standardisation of farm wagons and rubber tyre dimensions, but these 

activities had a lower priority because of the need of wagonmakers for education. As a 

consequence, RND’s activities were to help wagonmakers to catch up with the trends in the 

automobile industry. Only few activities were proactive and tried to adapt the new technology 

to Dutch users and producers: one of these was the design of the new farm wagon for the new 

polder, around 1932. 

Access to knowledge mattered for several reasons. Wagonmakers had to absorb tacit 

and formal knowledge. Furthermore, the required knowledge was prone to change, as a result 
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of continuing innovations in the automobile industry. Lastly, in addition to technical 

knowledge, body and wagonmakers also needed business and management knowledge. As 

niches moved and knowledge needs changed, the trade associations, the journal and the RND 

filled the gaps with updated knowledge. 

The knowledge transfer and development activities of the associations, the journal and 

the RND were especially suitable for wagonmakers who needed personal attention and 

support while learning new skills. This paper shows how the need for knowledge and support 

differed amongst carriage and wagonmakers, as some were able to use other sources as well, 

like trade journals, internships and training abroad, and metalworkers. The first carriage 

makers who started motor vehicle body making were able to access knowledge resources on 

their own. A number of city and country wagonmakers were able to transition to body making 

largely by themselves, as they were sufficiently skilled and had business acumen. 

The Dutch case shows two major differences with the American and German 

wagonmakers. In comparison with the American wagonmakers association, the Dutch trade 

associations had no vested interests in mass production of wagons and as the situation of 

small wagonmakers clearly needed improvement, it took the threat of motorisation seriously 

and responded. Furthermore, in contrast with German guilds, the Dutch trade associations 

allowed wagonmakers to extend their skills with metalwork. 

Nevertheless, the Dutch wagonmakers had challenges as well. It took until the rise of 

motorisation before efforts of the trade associations to modernise their sector really took off. 

Furthermore, for a long time, they lacked organisation at a national level, so that they 

depended on the journal and the RND to bridge this gap via local and regional wagonmakers 

associations. 

The case of the Dutch wagonmakers is an example of how a transport sector can 

renew itself in the face of technological progress by organising and innovating. It shows the 
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roles of intermediary organisations in creating a network, and distributing and updating body 

making knowledge and skills to wagonmakers. Additionally, by introducing formal 

knowledge and modern business methods to wagonmakers, the intermediary organisations 

established knowledge and training institutes that the aspiring body makers needed to survive 

in the automobile industry. 
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